Relative predispositional effects and mode of inheritance of HLA-DRB1 alleles among community-based Caucasian females with rheumatoid arthritis.
Multiple HLA-DRB1 alleles encoding a shared epitope (SE) at amino acid positions 70-74 are associated with susceptibility to rheumatoid arthritis (RA). However, the nature of the association and the mode of inheritance differ depending upon the source of RA patients and laboratory methodology. We studied the relative predispositional effects (RPE) and mode of inheritance of DRB1 alleles among a community-based sample of 180 RA patients and 116 healthy controls, all Caucasian females. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based assays were used for DRB1 genotyping, and the genotypic distributions were analyzed by both the RPE and antigen genotype frequency among patients (AGFAP) methods. We examined the evidence of synergy among DRB1 alleles for RA risk by comparing the observed DRB1 genotype distribution to that predicted under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Fifty-six percent of RA cases were attributable to DRB1 alleles encoding the SE. The RPEs of DRB1 alleles were *0401 > *0404 > *1001 > *0408 > *0101. The strength of the RA association was not significantly different for these alleles. The AGFAP analysis was consistent with a recessive mode of inheritance for DRB alleles, while an additive (dominant) model was rejected. We found no evidence of synergy for RA risk among individual DRB1 alleles based on comparison of the observed vs. predicted genotype distributions. These results suggest that among community-based Caucasian females with RA, the DRB1 RA susceptibility gene influences disease risk in a recessive fashion without synergy among individual DRB1 alleles.